EVERYTHING NEEDED FOR AN INSTALL EXCEPT THE SET-TOP BOX ITSELF

UEI offers a comprehensive selection of set-top box accessories, starting with remote controls or individual video cables, such as HDMI, and continuing on up to a fully-packed self-install kit with power, video, audio, data, and IR cables along with the UEI remote control, manual, and batteries that you buy today. Everything needed in a set-top box installation can be provided by UEI, offering competitive pricing and simplified logistics as your one-stop shop for set-top box accessories.
**UNIVERSAL REMOTES**

**CHAMPION REMOTE**
Champion is designed to be the ideal cable remote control to complement HD and DVR set-top box solutions in modern home theaters.
- NCTC PART NUMBER:
  - Non-Backlit - #76174
  - Backlit - #76175

**CHAMP REMOTE**
Champ offers an unparalleled solution when it comes to pure simplicity, but maintains the key features required for control of digital set-top boxes with DVR and VOD functionality.
- NCTC PART NUMBER:
  - Non-Backlit - #76174
  - Backlit - #76175

**ATLAS OCAP REMOTE**
Atlas OCAP DVB/PVR 5-device universal remote control is designed specifically for use with integrated DVR/PVR capabilities and support for OCAP applications.
- NCTC PART NUMBER:
  - Non-Backlit - #49584
  - Backlit - #51633

**ARRIS REMOTE**
This fully backlit remote was custom designed for the Arris MP2000, MP2100, and MP2010 Gateway/Media players.
- NCTC PART NUMBER: #102709

**TITAN REMOTE**
The ideal remote to augment the subscriber’s viewing experience, further enhancing the value and perception of their subscription broadcast solution. An ergonomic shape, intuitive key layout, and advanced industrial design.
- NCTC PART NUMBER:
  - Black - #103261
  - Silver/IPTV - #105507

**ECLYPS REMOTE**
Eclypse provides all of the best usability features available including 3-step brand-based setup, full backlighting, and a unique WATCH TV activity key that turns on equipment and puts the remote into the STB mode with one key-press.
- NCTC PART NUMBER: #102532

**PULS REMOTE**
Pulse HD-DTA remote platform combines the addition of GUIDE and MENU navigation functions with a simple design that features high contrast, and large keys that are easy to read. Also compatible with RF/CE adapters for RF control.
- NCTC PART NUMBER:
  - IR VERSION - #106406
  - RF/IR VERSION - #104005

**SENIOR DTA REMOTE**
Simple to use, big button remote that is a great solution for Sr. DTA box users.
- NCTC PART NUMBER: #76180

**HOSPITALITY REMOTES**

**CONTOUR REMOTE**
Contour is the ideal product for hospitality applications and was designed with simplicity in mind. Contour remote minimizes the number of keys while maintaining functionality for both live broadcast as well as On-Demand content.
- NCTC PART NUMBER: #44163

**BIG BUTTON REMOTES**

**POLARIS REMOTE**
As a full backlit remote Polaris provides easy, no-fuss access to your subscribers most commonly used remote control commands, without sacrificing access to your revenue-generating services such as VOD and DVR.
- NCTC PART NUMBER: #66613

**CABLING SOLUTIONS**

**HIGH SPEED HDMI CABLES**
UEI HDMI cables are tested and certified for HDMI Cat 2. High Speed operation, supporting all resolutions up to 1080p and 3D display.
- NCTC PART NUMBER:
  - 0.9m (3 ft): #105602
  - 1.8m (6 ft): #104270
  - 1.8m (6 ft) WITH ETHERNET: #104277
  - 2.4m (8 ft): #104271
  - 3m (10 ft): #104276
  - 3.5m (12 ft): #103943

**HDMI RETAIL PACKAGE KIT**
High Speed, fully tested, ATC certified, high quality HDMI cables packaged with customizable labeling.
- NCTC PART NUMBER:
  - 0.9m (3 ft): #105603
  - 1.8m (6 ft): #105604
  - 1.8m (6 ft) WITH ETHERNET: #105605
  - 3m (10 ft): #105606

**SELF-INSTALL CABLE KIT**
Shrink-wrapped, includes (2) 5’ high quality, fully SCITE compliant compression connector coax jumpers with sleeves that allow fast/easy tightening of the connectors and (1) 6’ High Speed 18AWG HDMI Cable, gold plated, fully insulated connector and braided cable to insure an interference free, high quality audio video signal.
- NCTC PART NUMBER: #106554

**3.5MM TO COMPONENT CABLE**
High Quality cable for a Tivo box and other applications. Red, Green, Blue gold plated RCA connectors to gold plated 3.5mm jack, 18AWG cable.
- NCTC PART NUMBER: #106561

**3.5MM TO COMPOSITE CABLE**
High Quality cable for a Tivo box and other applications. Red, White, and Yellow gold plated RCA connectors to gold plated 3.5mm jack, 18AWG cable.
- NCTC PART NUMBER: #106562

**IR ACCESSORIES**

**IR TETHER**
Compact IR receiver allows the STB to be hidden from view.
- NCTC PART NUMBER:
  - 56kHz (Cisco): #105610
  - 38kHz (Motorola, Pace, Technicolor, XMP, Arris): #105619

**IR BENDER**
IR Bender can receive the IR signal from your remote control and retransmit it via an IR Blaster to any device. Works with both 38kHz and 56kHz frequency.
- NCTC PART NUMBER: #74120
SPECIAL ORDER CABLES

COMPONENT CABLES
UEI component cables provide the highest picture quality for high-definition installations.
PART NUMBER:
- 1.8m (6 ft): SPECIAL ORDER
- 2.5m (8 ft): SPECIAL ORDER
- 3.5m (12 ft): SPECIAL ORDER
- 5m (16 ft): SPECIAL ORDER

COMPOSITE CABLES
UEI composite cables offer reliable solutions for standard definition video and audio.
PART NUMBER:
- 1.8m (6 ft): SPECIAL ORDER
- 2.5m (8 ft): SPECIAL ORDER
- 3.5m (12 ft): SPECIAL ORDER
- 5m (16 ft): SPECIAL ORDER

5-WIRE COMPONENT/COMPOSITE CABLES
Consists of 5 wires that can be used for component and/or composite connections from STB to TV.
PART NUMBER:
- 1.8m (6 ft): SPECIAL ORDER

ETHERNET CABLE
Provides a reliable connection to the home network. Can be used for any application requiring a category 5 or category 6 cable.
PART NUMBER:
- 1.8m (6 ft): SPECIAL ORDER

POWER CORD
Reliable standard power cord for set-top boxes.
PART NUMBER:
- 0.9m (3 ft): SPECIAL ORDER
- 1.8m (6 ft): SPECIAL ORDER

COAXIAL CABLE
Available with a standard F-type hex connector or UEI’s EZ-Grip F-Type hexagonal connector.
PART NUMBER:
- 1.8m (6 ft): SPECIAL ORDER

NEED SUPPORT? SUPPORT IS AVAILABLE ONLINE OR ON ANY MOBILE DEVICE WITH AN ACTIVE INTERNET CONNECTION

Universal Remote Control Support is an online tool that provides your subscribers with remote setup information, saving you money by reducing customer service calls. This cost-saving tool is also available on a mobile device, giving installers remote access to UEI’s extensive library of device codes using UEI’s mobile code finder.

www.urcsupport.com

Universal Electronics Inc.
201 E. Sandpoinete Ave., 8th floor
Santa Ana, CA 92707, USA
tel: 714.918.9500

www.uei.com/na-subbroadcast